


CHAPTER  1

DodgingMrs.Gretzky

Arlo was sitting in math class, thinking about the note Mrs. 
 Gretzky had pressed into his hand five days ago, the one Arlo 
had opened at home and read through three times just to 
make sure it was as bad as he thought, the one he was going 
to have to forge his grandfather’s signature on before he could 
return it to school. Arlo was thinking so hard that he  failed to 
notice  Darcy  Meadows poking him in the back with a tightly 
folded piece of  notebook paper.

“Here, dummy,” she whispered.
“ Thanks,” Arlo whispered back.
He recognized Sam’s handwriting right away. Sam was 

Arlo’s best friend. Some might say his only friend. That was 
because of  all the important things they shared in common. 

1. They both loved anchovy pizza. 
2. They both preferred running to soccer. 
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3. They both hated fractions.
4. They were both afraid of  Nick  Halvorson, though 

neither one of  them liked to admit that.

Sam lived with his great-aunt Betty in a frame house in the 
old section of  Marshboro, while Arlo lived with his grand-
father a few blocks away.

When Mrs. Gretzky turned to write on the board, Arlo 
opened up the note and started reading.

Want to go for a run?
Arlo looked over and mouthed, Yes.
Sam gave him a nod. “ Usual place?” he asked.
Arlo nodded.
At least once a week he and Sam met on the Boulevard 

near the College to run the two-mile path along the river. So 
far, it had rained every day this week. Until this afternoon.

“Don’t let me interrupt your conversation, Arlo,” Mrs. 
 Gretzky said.

Arlo whipped around to face the front of  the classroom.
Mrs.  Gretzky was staring at him. “ Since you don’t feel the 

need to pay attention,” she said, “perhaps you’d like an extra 
challenge.”

Lucy  Ashcroft  giggled from the front row.
“Well?” Mrs.  Gretzky tapped her foot.
“ Sorry,” Arlo said.
“I’m glad to hear that,” Mrs.  Gretzky said. “Why don’t you 

stop by my desk on your way out? I’ll have something extra 
for you.”
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“Yes, ma’am.” Arlo’s shoulders sagged at the thought 
of  what was in store for him. More homework. Just what he 
didn’t need.

 Sixth grade was different from Arlo’s other years at school. 
It was all because of   Poppo —   and the weird stuff  that was 
happening in  Poppo’s brain. Time traveling, Arlo  called it, 
because it was as if   Poppo were swept into a time machine 
and transported to the past. He’d become confused about 
things and forget how to find his way home.  Poppo’s mem-
ory spells never lasted longer than a few minutes. But  while 
they were going on, they were scary.

This past July, they’d been on their way home from the 
grocery store when  Poppo came to a halt in the  middle of  an 
intersection.

“It’s this way, isn’t it?” he asked.
“No,  Poppo, left, toward school,” Arlo said. “Then right at 

the post office.”
“Sure,”  Poppo said. “What was I thinking?”
Arlo hadn’t liked the look on his grandfather’s face, as if  

he were lost or, worse yet, frightened.
In the old days, before this past summer,  Poppo and Arlo used 

to spend weekends at the fishing camp in  Greenbrier  County. 
On  Saturday mornings, they would take the canoe out and 
 dangle fishing lines in deep pools where brown trout darted 
around sandstone boulders. They hiked up  Spice  Mountain 
and listened to owls calling in the night.

But this past summer,  Poppo never opened the camp at all. 
 First, it rained every weekend from  Memorial Day until the 
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end of  June. And when the sun finally came out,  Poppo kept 
putting off  the trip.

“ Maybe next week,” he said.
But next week came and went and the week after that, and 

still  Poppo said the same thing.
“Maybe next week, Arlo. I don’t feel up to it yet.”
In the evenings,  Poppo’s mind wandered. And  Poppo wan-

dered, too.  Sometimes. Not often. Not yet, anyway.
“Will I be seeing your grandfather tomorrow afternoon?” 

Mrs.  Gretzky asked when Arlo stopped at her desk.
Arlo’s heart skipped as he  struggled to keep the panic from 

showing on his face. “ Poppo can’t make it,” he said.
Mrs.  Gretzky frowned. “I thought he understood we 

needed to meet,” she said.
The lie formed in Arlo’s head before he knew what he was 

saying. “The doctor says  Poppo isn’t supposed to go out of  
the house till he finishes his medicine.” Arlo  marveled at how 
quickly the phony excuse slid out of  his mouth. “The doctor 
says that what  Poppo has could be contagious.”

Mrs.  Gretzky’s eyebrows arched to an  impossible height, 
which seemed to Arlo to match how far he had stretched the 
truth.

“ Nothing serious, I hope,” she said, putting down her 
pencil to offer a concerned look.

“Just the flu or something,” Arlo said. “He should be OK 
in a day or two.”

For a moment, they stared at each other. Arlo’s heart 
 hammered as he wondered if  she could possibly believe him. 
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Arlo counted the seconds ticking past. One thousand one, two 
thousand two.

 Finally, Mrs.  Gretzky raised her hand and drew a line 
through one of  the notes on her calendar, the one that said, 
 Meeting with Mr.  Sabatini —   4 p.m.

“All right, then, Arlo,” she said. “I guess we’ll have to make 
the best of  the situation, won’t we?”

Arlo forced a tentative  smile  while his brain beamed the 
word  VICTORY in capital letters. His secret was safe.

At least for the moment.
“Tell your grandfather we need to discuss your math 

grades as soon as  possible.” Mrs.  Gretzky raised her head 
until they were gazing eye to eye. “You’ll do that, won’t you?”

“Sure,” Arlo said, struggling to control the twitch in his 
shoulder that came when he told a  bald-  faced lie.

Mrs.  Gretzky kept talking. “Tell him it’s important we fig-
ure out a way to help you improve your skills.” She reached 
into her desk drawer and  pulled out a piece of  paper with a 
list of  names, phone numbers, and addresses printed on it. 
“I was going to give him this list of  tutors,” she said. “Why 
don’t you go ahead and do that for me? Tell him to call any-
one on the list. They’re all good. And tell him he’d better do 
it soon.  Their  schedules fill up quickly.”

Hire a private tutor? Was she kidding?  Poppo couldn’t 
afford swim lessons, let alone private math tutors.

“I’m studying a lot harder now,” Arlo said, reluctant 
to accept the list, since there was no way he was going to 
deliver it.
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Mrs.  Gretzky gave him a patient  smile. “I’m sure you 
are.” She stretched her arm out stiffly until Arlo had no 
choice but to accept the list. “ Everyone needs help from 
time to time,” she said. “It’s nothing to be ashamed of. Just 
give your grandfather this list and tell him what I said. All  
right?”

 Never in a million years, Arlo said silently to himself, but to 
Mrs.  Gretzky he said, “Yes, I will.” Then he stuffed the list in 
the pocket of  his backpack.

“Good. I’m glad we had this talk.” Mrs.  Gretzky closed her 
eyes and nodded. “ Remind your grandfather to call me,” she 
added. “All right?”

“Sure.” Arlo nodded his agreement. He hoped his face 
wasn’t as red as it felt. He was a  terrible liar. But one con-
versation with  Poppo, and Mrs.  Gretzky was bound to know 
that something was wrong. That is, unless she happened to 
catch  Poppo on a good day. And the good days didn’t hap-
pen very often anymore. Mrs.  Gretzky could ask  Poppo a per-
fectly  reasonable question, and  Poppo was likely to respond 
with some crazy comment about watching  Walter  Cronkite 
on the news last night.  Shoot.  Walter  Cronkite had been dead 
for years. Eons, almost.

Or worse yet,  Poppo might ask Mrs.  Gretzky why she was 
 calling him. I don’t know any boy named Arlo,  Poppo might say. 
Do I?

“Aren’t you giving me extra homework?” Arlo asked.
Mrs.  Gretzky shook her head. “I’d rather you spend more 

time on the homework you already have,” she said. “And pay 
attention in class.”
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Arlo had to hand it to her. She had a way of  hitting you 
right where it hurt. Bam.  Knocking the breath right out 
of  him.

“ Sorry,” Arlo said, for what felt like the twentieth time.
“It’s all right,” Mrs.  Gretzky said. “Just do better next time.”



Chapter  2

WorseThingsThanBullies

Arlo dragged his feet walking home. He hated lying to teach-
ers. He wasn’t the sort of  kid who did that. But he didn’t have 
a  choice —   not when it came to covering up the truth about 
 Poppo. It was better that nobody found out what life was like 
at home.

It had been just last month when Arlo had come home to 
find  Poppo staring at an old photograph in a wooden frame.

“Do we know this girl?” he’d asked.
“That’s my mom,” he’d said.
 Poppo squinted at the face in the photograph.
“She’s your daughter,” Arlo said. “Her name was Amy. 

 Remember?”
“Was?”  Poppo said. “Did something happen to her?”
Arlo’s throat  swelled, blocking off  his breath. “She died,” 

he said.
And  Poppo kept on staring at the picture.
 Sometimes Arlo felt like one of  those  mud-  and-  stick dams 
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he and Sam liked to build in the creek. They mounded sand 
and dirt together with twigs and stones and waited for the 
water to break through. The current  welled into tiny pools 
that pressed against the dam. They broke away a twig here or 
a  pebble there. But the dam usually held.  Usually.

 Poppo’s  mixed-  up brain was breaking away twigs and 
 pebbles in Arlo’s life. So far, his dam had held. But how long 
before Mrs.  Gretzky or someone else at school found out? 
How long before Arlo’s dam sprang a leak and the water 
came gushing through?

As Arlo rounded the corner toward his house, his thoughts 
turned to running. He headed for his room and changed into 
gym shorts and a  T-  shirt.  Talking to Mrs.  Gretzky had slowed 
him down. He needed to hurry. Sam would be waiting.  After 
a run, everything would feel all right again.  Running evened 
out the world. It took Arlo’s mind off  his  troubles and let him 
focus on a quiet place inside, where everything was just as it 
should be.

 Before going outside, he left a note on the kitchen  table 
for  Poppo.

Gone for a run with Sam.
Then he  hightailed it to the corner, turned onto  Jefferson 

 Street, and kept a steady pace as he headed toward the river. 
Out of  the corner of  his eye, he spotted movement in the alley 
behind the West Side  Grill.  Three boys. Arlo groaned inwardly 
when he recognized them. Nick  Halvorson with Mike  Ackley 
and  Danny Hyde.  Waiting for Arlo.  Obviously. Ever since Mr. 
 Fanucci had accused  Halvorson of  shoplifting, when it was 
really  Poppo who had tucked the package of  pepperoni rolls 
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inside his pocket,  Halvorson and his two goons had made it 
their personal mission to terrorize Arlo.

“Hey,  Jones.  Looking for your grandpa?”  Halvorson had a 
way of  curling his lip as if  it were part of  the punch he was 
going to deliver as soon as Arlo dared to walk in front of  him.

“You’re as crazy as he is.”  Ackley pushed up the sleeve of  
his right arm. “ Pathetic,” he said.

“Yeah,” Hyde added.
“I’ll bet your parents didn’t really die in that accident.” 

 Ackley slid closer. “I’ll bet they dumped you at your grandpa’s 
house because they couldn’t stand to look at you.”

Why didn’t  Halvorson get it over with? Go ahead and hit him if  
that’s what he had in mind.

Bam. It was  Ackley’s fist that came out of  nowhere. Arlo 
felt the blow to his left shoulder. He fell back.

“What’s the matter with you?”  Ackley feinted from one 
foot to another. “ Afraid to fight back?”

“He’s chicken. That’s what.” Hyde’s voice was squeaky for 
a boy his size.

Arlo lifted his head and met  Halvorson’s eyes, bracing 
himself  for another punch.

“Bwak, bwak, bwak.”  Ackley made flapping motions with 
his arms. “Oh, pwetty pwease, boys. Don’t hurt me.”

Both boys looked toward  Halvorson, who gave Hyde 
a nod. Then Hyde slipped behind Arlo and dropped to his 
knees.  While Arlo was trying to figure out what was going 
on,  Ackley shoved him hard. Arlo tried to step back, but Hyde 
was in the way. Arlo fell backward, landing on his elbow. Pain 
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shot up the back of  his arm, while  rainwater from the side-
walk soaked into his shorts.

Arlo shot  Halvorson a look.  Happy now?
 Halvorson shrugged. He  rolled a toothpick from one 

side of  his mouth to the other. “Nice job,” he said to  Ackley 
and Hyde.

By that time, Hyde was back on his feet. He and  Ackley 
gave each other a high five.

“Go on,” Hyde sneered at Arlo. “Run home to your smelly 
grandpa.”

“Yeah,”  Ackley added. “Don’t he ever change his under-
wear? Man, he stinks.”

As Arlo  pulled himself  up, he tested his right arm to 
see if  it would still bend. He raised his chin at  Halvorson 
before turning toward the park.  Neither one of  them spoke. 
He heard  Ackley and Hyde laughing behind his back as he 
walked away.

“What took you?” Sam  yelled when Arlo finally made it to 
the corner of   Chesapeake and Elm. “I thought we were going 
for a run.”

Arlo came to a stop a few feet from the bench where Sam 
was sitting. He felt Sam staring at his wet shorts.

“Man. What happened to you?”
Arlo’s cheeks burned.
“ Halvorson?” Sam asked.
“Yeah,” Arlo said. “ Along with his two friends.”
“Geez.” Sam shook his head.
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“I know,” Arlo said.
“How bad was it with  Gretzky?” 
“I got off  easy,” Arlo said, pulling his leg back to stretch 

the  muscles in preparation for their run. “No extra work.”
“ Lucky,” Sam said, bending over to tighten his shoelaces. 

“Too bad you had to run into  Halvorson and those two 
morons.”

“I know.  Could be worse, I guess.”
“Yeah. I guess,” Sam said. “You and I should do something 

about them.”
Arlo laughed. Yeah? Like what? he thought. The last thing 

he needed was to get in  trouble for starting a fight. “ Maybe 
someday,” he said.

Sam  smiled. “It would be nice, wouldn’t it?”
“Sure,” Arlo said. “ Really nice.” He nodded toward the 

lower path that ran parallel to the sidewalk along the boule-
vard. “You sure you want to run down there today? It looks 
pretty muddy.”

“It’ll be all right,” Sam said. “And besides, we won’t have 
to worry about  Halvorson down there. You can’t even see the 
path from up here on the boulevard.”

“Good point,” Arlo said. He followed Sam down the 
 twenty-  six steps that led from the street level to the path.

Sam always liked to run in front. Arlo kept a steady pace 
behind. He skirted the deep  puddles and tried to avoid patches 
of  mud.  After the first half   mile, Sam’s rhythm changed. The 
mud was deeper here, and it slowed them down.  Sloppy goop 
sucked at the  soles of  Arlo’s shoes, releasing them with a loud 
pop that sent mud spatters up the back of  his legs.
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They came to a point where the riverbank had slipped and 
the path was covered with a slough of  mud, dirt, and rocks. 
An orange cone blocked the path in front of  them.

“Come on!” Sam  yelled, climbing on top of  the squishy 
mound.

 Before Arlo had time to argue, the mud  pile shifted.  There 
was an odd groaning sound as the  whole hillside started 
to slip.

“Hold on!” Arlo  yelled.
Sam dropped to his knees and  scrambled to find a way 

off  the mound. But the earth was moving faster now, and 
after a few steps, Sam lost his footing and  toppled onto  
his side.

Arlo  stumbled where the ground had slipped but managed 
to stay on his feet. He watched helplessly as the mudslide 
 carried Sam toward the river.  There was a small bump and 
then a sickening splash.

“Sam!” Arlo climbed onto a boulder that jutted out over 
the water. He spotted Sam lying on his back with his legs half  
in and half  out of  the water. “Hang on,” Arlo  yelled. “I’m 
coming.”

Arlo’s first thought was Rats! The riverbank was inhab-
ited by  cat-  size rodents that nested in the giant culverts that 
drained the city storm sewers into the river. Arlo lowered 
himself  to the sand, squinting into the tall weeds. He set his 
foot down gingerly, keeping an eye  peeled for movement. 
Then, mustering his courage, he sprinted over to Sam.

“I fell,” Sam said as Arlo offered him a hand.
“Yeah, I noticed,” Arlo said. “Are you all right?”
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“I think so.” Sam  wiggled his arms. He sat up and tried 
moving his legs. “ Everything seems to be working,” he said.

“Good.”
When Sam stood up, he  wobbled.
“What’s wrong?” Arlo asked.
“ Nothing,” Sam said. “I twisted my  ankle a  little, but 

it’s OK.”
 Nearby, something  rustled in the grass. Arlo glanced side-

ways long enough to catch two beady eyes staring back at him.
“Uh, Sam?”
“Yeah?”
“Don’t look now, but there’s something over there.”
“Yeah?”
The rustling drew closer.
“Oh, geez.” Sam moaned.
“I know. Don’t move. OK?”
“Don’t worry,” Sam said.
 Keeping the rat in his peripheral vision, Arlo bent his knees 

and stretched his left arm backward to pat the ground until 
he located a rock. He closed his hand around it. The rock was 
bigger than he’d have liked, but it would have to do. He held 
his breath as blades of  grass twitched again. The creature was 
close enough to offer a glimpse of  its teeth.

“ Anytime you’re ready,” Sam whispered.
“OK,” Arlo whispered back. “On the count of  three. All 

right?”
“Sure.”
One shot. That’s all he’d have.  Better make it count. Arlo 

narrowed one eye and heaved the rock as hard as he could, 
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feeling a sharp pain in his shoulder from swinging at an 
unnatural  angle. No matter. How close had he come to the 
rat? That’s what was important.

“Run!” Arlo  yelled.
“No kidding!” Sam  yelled back.
They sprinted up the riverbank. Sam must not have been 

hurt too badly, moving as quickly as he was. Arlo was relieved 
to see that. It wasn’t until they were back on the sidewalk at 
the top of  the hill that Arlo dared to look down.  There was 
the rat, sniffing around the top of  the boulder.

“Good riddance,” Arlo said.
Sam screwed up his face. “I hate rats,” he said.
“I’m not exactly crazy about them,” Arlo said. “I mean, a 

rat’s a rat.  Right?”
Sam narrowed his eyes. “Yeah, but I got bitten by one 

once. And it looked just like that rat down there.”
“How’d you get bitten by a rat?”
“It was in that foster home they put me in,” Sam said.
“They had rats?”
“In the basement. The dad got mad at me one day for 

messing around with his tools, so I was hiding down there, 
waiting for him to leave. I was afraid he was going to hit me 
or something. And then all of  a sudden, somebody comes 
crashing down the stairs. And I knew from how loud his shoes 
were that it had to be him. So I tried to squeeze in the space 
between these metal shelves and the furnace. Only I got my 
hand stuck on one of  the shelves. And that’s when something 
bit me. I guess it had been hiding on the shelf  the  whole time. 
I must have stuck my hand right in its face.”
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“Yuck,” Arlo said.
“I know,” Sam said. “It had these beady eyes. And it was 

like it was telling me to get out of  there before it ate my 
 whole arm. So I moved. I mean, I was on those stairs in minus 
twenty seconds. Then the dad’s yelling at me, and pretty 
soon, my foster mom comes down the stairs and she sees the 
rat and she starts screaming.”

“Then what happened?”
“My hand was bleeding.” Sam pointed to a thin line 

of  raised tissue in the webbing between his thumb and 
forefinger.

“That’s where it bit you?”
“Yeah. Its teeth made this creepy crunching sound.”
“ Gross.”
“I know, but at least it got me out of  that foster home.”
“What do you mean?” Arlo asked.
“They had to take me to the emergency room because 

they were afraid I’d get rabies or bubonic plague or some-
thing. The nurse gave me a shot. I had to have a bunch of  
shots. Then the social worker came and she said it was time to 
find another place for me. She started looking for relatives.”

“They hadn’t done that before?”
“Sure, they had. But nobody ever found any because I 

didn’t have addresses or phone numbers, and my grand-
parents were dead. And what did I know? I was only four 
when my mom died. But this time, there was this other lady. 
She was real nice and she got obsessed with finding some-
body for me. She kept looking till she found my  great-  aunt.”

“So the rat did you a favor,” Arlo said.
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“ Maybe,” Sam said. “But there’s got to be a better way. 
 Right?”

Arlo shivered.
“You cold?” Sam asked.
“A  little,” Arlo said. “How about you?”
“I don’t know. I was mainly worried about getting bitten. 

But, yeah, now that you mention it, I’m kind of  freezing.”
“It’s only another block to my house,” Arlo said. “You can 

come in if  you want.”
“Your grandpa won’t mind?”
“Nah. It’s OK. He’s probably not even home yet.”
“ Where does he go?” Sam asked. “I thought he sold the 

doughnut shop.”
“He did,” Arlo said. “He just likes to take long walks 

sometimes.”
Sam nodded. “OK,” he said. “As long as I’m home before 

six, Aunt  Betty won’t mind if  I go to your place, I guess.”



Chapter  3

FamilyAlbum

“You still have that game we used to play?” Sam asked as they 
walked in the door.

“You mean  Jenga? Sure. It’s in the cabinet in the liv-
ing room.”

Arlo led Sam to the low cabinet built into the wall beside 
the fireplace.  Inside was a  jumble of  tattered magazines, 
board games, decks of  cards, broken video games, old  files 
and letters, and the plastic pumpkin Arlo had used for  trick- 
 or-  treating when he was in second grade.

“What happened to all your stuff ?” Sam asked.
“ Poppo must have been looking for something.” Arlo’s 

face burned. The cabinet looked like a toddler had been play-
ing in there.

“Not exactly organized, is he?” Sam reached for a tall book 
with a leather binding. “What’s this?” he asked.

“ Family pictures,” Arlo said, watching as Sam paged 
through the album.
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“That you?” he asked.
“Yeah.”
“You had red hair?”
Arlo shrugged. “Only when I was a baby. It turned light 

brown after that.”
Sam turned the page. “Who’s that?”
“My grandmother,” Arlo said.
Sam  pulled the album closer. “She looks mean,” he said. 

“No offense.”
“That’s OK.” Arlo studied the woman in the photo-

graph. It was true she looked like she was angry at some-
one. “I don’t really know her,” Arlo said. “She lives in another  
state.”

“So that’s why you never talk about her, I guess. Huh?”
Arlo sighed. “She and  Poppo don’t get along very well.”
“How come?”
 Arlo’s jaw tightened. “Every time I try to ask about that 

side of  the family,  Poppo changes the subject.” He pointed 
to the lady in the photograph. “ Especially if  I ask about her.”

“What’s her name?” Sam asked.
“Ida  Jones.”
“So she’s your dad’s mother?”
“Yeah.”
“ Something bad must have happened between them.” 

Sam  pulled the book closer and stared at the photograph. 
“What do you think it was?”

“No idea,” Arlo said.
“Must be something you’re not supposed to know about, 

then.”
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“ Maybe.” Arlo didn’t like to admit that he’d had the same 
thought.

“Hey. Here’s what we were looking for!” Sam held up the 
 Jenga box. “ Still want to play?”

“Sure.” Arlo took one last look at his grandmother before 
closing the album and sliding it inside the cupboard.

 After a few rounds of   Jenga, they heard  Poppo singing as 
he climbed the steps to the front porch. It was a song about 
the moon and pizza. Arlo watched Sam’s eyes wander toward 
the window.

“Geez. When did it turn so dark outside? What time is it, 
anyway?” 

“ Almost six,” Arlo said.
“I gotta go.” Sam jumped up and headed for the door, 

pausing in the front hallway to listen. “Your granddad sure 
likes to sing, doesn’t he?”

“He sure does,” Arlo agreed.
Sam nodded his head in rhythm with the song. “He’s 

pretty good.”
“ Thanks,” Arlo said. “That song’s one of  his favorites.”
Sam opened the door just as  Poppo reached the top step.
“Hi there,”  Poppo said.
“Hi, Mr.  Sabatini,” Sam said. Then he turned to Arlo. “See 

you tomorrow. OK?”
“Sure,” Arlo said. “See you.”



Chapter  4

PoppoGoesWalkabout

When Arlo was  little,  Poppo used to read to him every night. 
The  Elephant’s  Child was Arlo’s favorite.  Poppo made the 
words twist and turn like the bends in the  Greenbrier  River. 
Arlo recited the words along with his grandfather, the lines 
about the “great  grey-  green, greasy  Limpopo  River.”

When Arlo grew older,  Poppo told another story.
A dark night. Snow. Ice. The river. A mother and father in an old 

car careening out of  control on a rickety bridge.
He’d told the story again, just a few weeks ago, on the 

night before school started. Arlo sat on one side of  the 
kitchen  table and  Poppo sat on the other, keeping a watch-
ful eye on the pot where crushed tomatoes, roasted peppers, 
garlic, and sweet basil simmered into a thick sauce.

“How old was I?” Arlo asked, though he already knew the 
answer.

“You were two,”  Poppo said.
“I don’t remember them.”
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“ ’ Course not. You were too young,”  Poppo said. “But 
you’ll have part of  them when you need them.”

“What do you mean?” Arlo asked.
“ Angels and spirits,”  Poppo said, lifting his head to catch 

Arlo’s eyes. “Help comes from the other side.”
“You mean, like, ghosts?” Arlo asked.
“Same thing,”  Poppo said. “They’ll help you find your 

way.”
 Poppo’s mind wandered so much these days.  Sometimes 

he said crazy things. Arlo tried not to think about it too much. 
 Thinking only made things worse.

 Hours after Sam had left, Arlo hunkered under the  covers 
in his room.  Faces from the album flickered through his 
mind. For some reason, the house felt much colder than 
usual.  Maybe it was because Arlo was thinking about that 
night, about icy water and a frozen bridge. Or maybe it was 
because he’d become  chilled running in wet clothes that 
afternoon. Arlo  pulled the quilt up over his ears and fell asleep 
dreaming about  Halvorson and  Ackley. In his dream, it was 
freezing  outside —   so cold that Arlo lost track of  what he was 
doing. Then somehow, he wasn’t in the dream anymore. He 
was in his bed and he had the covers  pulled up over his nose. 
But it was still frigid.

And it was about that time Arlo realized the temperature 
was real.

Must be a window open somewhere.  Strange. Arlo hadn’t 
opened the window in his room in ages.  Poppo must have 
done it.  Poppo had been doing the strangest stuff  lately. 
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 Opening windows when it was cold enough to snow out-
side. Geez.

 After soaking up as much warmth as he could from the 
covers, Arlo burst out of  bed and darted across the floor-
boards. His window was closed, so the air must be coming 
from someplace else. He hurried into the hallway and stood 
at the top of  the stairs. No wonder. The front door was stand-
ing wide open.

What the heck?
 Poppo.
What had he done now?
Arlo checked  Poppo’s bedroom.  Sheets and a blanket lay 

heaped on the floor.  Otherwise, the room was empty.  Great. 
Now what was he supposed to do?

Arlo checked every room in the house.  Bathroom. 
 Hallway.  Kitchen.  Extra bedroom and bath upstairs. Even 
the basement, which was like an iceberg, and the attic, which 
wasn’t much warmer.

 Poppo was gone.  Vamoosed.  Vanished.  Meanwhile, it was 
getting colder by the minute outside. Arlo checked the clock 
in the kitchen. Four seventeen.

He needed to find  Poppo. Fast.  Before the police found 
him. What would they do with an old man wandering around 
lost and confused in the  middle of  the night? Arlo  pulled on 
sweatpants and his parka and headed outside.

The sidewalks were  filled with  puddles from yesterday’s 
rain. The  soles of  Arlo’s shoes oozed water after half  a block. 
It was way too cold for  September. And why did it have to 
be so dark outside? Arlo shivered on his way up  South Park 
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 Drive, then crossed over to  Maple, and climbed the hill to the 
ball field behind the high school. That was  Poppo’s favorite 
spot, especially when he was time traveling. He used to hang 
out there with his  little brother,  Frankie, way back in the 
 fifties when they were in school.

Arlo held his breath as he came closer. A few more steps 
and he’d have a view of  the backstop and . . .

Sure enough, there was an old man  huddled on the bench 
beside the backstop. Arlo ran over to him.

 Poppo looked up from the can of  sausages he was empty-
ing into his mouth.

“Hey,  Frankie. Cold out tonight, isn’t it?”
“No,  Poppo. I’m Arlo. Not  Frankie.”
“Huh?”  Poppo frowned.
“I’m your grandson.  Remember?”
“What happened to  Frankie?”
“He died a long time ago,  Poppo.  Meningitis. You told me 

all about it.”
“Nah. Not  Frankie. They done something with him. 

Why’d they want to go and do something to my  little 
brother?”

“Who did?”
 Poppo shrugged. “ Those  people,” he said, blinking at  

Arlo. He set the can of  sausages on the bench. Then he 
frowned. “I’m confused, aren’t I?” he said.

“ Maybe a  little,” Arlo said.
 Poppo slid a bandanna out of  his left pocket and dabbed at 

his eyes. “ Sorry,” he said.
“That’s OK,” Arlo said.
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 Poppo  pulled his collar higher around his neck.
“Cold?” Arlo asked.
 Poppo nodded, shivering.
“You should have worn your coat.” Arlo frowned at the 

sliver of  limp lettuce fluttering off  the side of  the sausage can. 
He twisted his neck to check the  Dumpster in the parking lot. 
 Poppo wouldn’t do that, would he? The cover was clamped 
shut on the  Dumpster, thank goodness. So the food had come 
from . . . where?

“ Something wrong?”  Poppo asked.
“No. It’s just . . .” Arlo glanced across the grass toward the 

trash can beside the bleachers. His heart dropped at the sight 
of   wadded-  up papers and empty food wrappers littering the 
ground. He gave the can a sly nudge with his elbow, inching it 
to the edge of  the bench. Then when  Poppo turned his head, 
Arlo gave the can an extra tap, sending it toppling into the 
mud.  There. At least that was taken care of.  Poppo couldn’t eat any 
more of  the food he’d salvaged out of  the trash.

“We should go now.” Arlo helped his grandfather up from 
the bench. “Come on. Let’s go home and warm you up.”

They walked down the sidewalk, across  Rotary  Street, past 
 Fanucci’s Market, toward home. The wind was cold.  Poppo’s 
lumbering gait slowed them down. It took three times longer 
to walk home than it had taken Arlo to walk to the ball field 
by himself.

As Arlo guided his grandfather toward the porch steps, 
 Poppo lifted his head to the light in Arlo’s window.

“My grandson lives up there,” he said. “He must be won-
dering where I am.”
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Arlo’s heart  swelled. For a moment, he couldn’t speak. 
“You’re still shivering,” he said. “Let’s get you in the house.”

 Later that night in bed, Arlo thought about  Poppo and Ida 
 Jones and his mom and dad and the  whole mystery about 
why the  people on the  Jones side of  the family hated the 
 people on the  Sabatini side.

The thing about families, Arlo thought, was that there was 
always some question nobody wanted to answer for you, and 
it was like a stray thread pulling loose in a sweater. You could 
tug at it all you wanted, but in the end, all you’d have was a 
 pile of  twisted yarn.

Ida  Jones was a stray thread in Arlo’s life.  Every time he 
tried to figure her out, another question popped up. Like 
today, for  instance —   the way she looked in that photograph, 
with her eyes glaring at somebody behind the camera. Why 
hadn’t he noticed that before? Now that Arlo had seen Ida 
 Jones through Sam’s eyes, he had another family question. 
Who the heck was she mad at? And why?
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